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ROADMAP

Cordova Area – Unit 6

140 Reauthorize the antlerless moose season in Unit 6C.

141 Restrict the taking of goat for five years when a nanny is taken in Unit 6.

Glennallen Area – Units 11 and 13

71 Implement a system to ensure communities or groups approved to participate in the moose and caribou Community Subsistence hunt (CSH) meet the intent of the Board of Game findings for the CSH program. *(Note: This proposal was deferred from the Central/Southwest region meeting.)*

Kodiak Area – Unit 8

142 Reduce the nonresident bag limit for deer in Unit 8.

143 Change bag limit restriction for brown bear in Unit 8.

144 Modify the resident and nonresident hunting regulations for Unit 8 to include Arctic fox.

145 Modify the resident and nonresident trapping regulations for Unit 8 to include Arctic fox.

146 Modify the resident and nonresident hunting regulations for Unit 8 to remove coyote and lynx.

147 Modify the resident and nonresident trapping regulations for Unit 8 to remove lynx and wolverine from current trapping regulations.

Anchorage Area – Unit 14C

148 Reauthorize the antlerless moose seasons in Unit 14C.

149 Reauthorize the antlerless moose season in the Twentymile/Portage/Placer hunt area in Units 7 and 14C.
150 Establish an antlerless moose drawing permit hunt for physically disabled residents in Kincaid Park, Unit 14C.

151 Change the any sheep bag limit for Unit 14C to any ram, for draw hunts DS140, DS141, DS240 and DS241.

152 Establish a resident only sheep hunt area in Chugach State Park, Unit 14C.

153 Limit the number of next of kin nonresident sheep tags in Unit 14C.

154 Increase the number of nonresident goat drawing permits on Unit 14C.

155 Add a drawing permit hunt for black bears within the JBER Management Area in Unit 14C.

Kenai Peninsula Area – Units 7 & 15

156 Shorten the moose seasons in Unit 15.

157 Change the general bull moose season dates in Unit 15 to September 1-30.

158 Open a nonresident moose season in Unit 15C.

159 Open nonresident moose drawing hunt in Unit 15.

160 Open a nonresident moose season in Unit 15C or implement predator control.

161 Change the bag limit for moose in Units 7 and 15 to 50-inch antlers with three or more brow tines.

162 Eliminate all early and late season start dates for archery, muzzleloader, and shotgun hunts in Unit 15.

163 Eliminate the early archery season for moose in Units 15A and 15B.

164 Open seven day archery seasons for moose following the general seasons in Units 7 and 15

165 Open an archery moose season for residents and nonresidents in Unit 15C.

166 Change the resident, antlerless moose season in Unit 15C to November 1-30.

167 Issue resident moose permits for problem areas near roads during the winter in Unit 15C.

168 Reauthorize the antlerless moose season in a portion of Unit 15C.
Open a nine day, resident archery season in August for Dall sheep in Units 7, 14C and 15.

Modify of the harvest management strategy for Kenai Peninsula brown bears, Units 7 and 15.

Modify the brown bear harvest management strategy on the Kenai Peninsula, Units 7 and 15.

Lengthen the brown bear season in Units 7 and 15 and remove the meat salvage requirements for brown bear taken over bait.

Remove meat salvage requirements for taking brown bear over bait in the Southcentral Region.

Remove meat salvage requirements for brown bear taken over bait in the Southcentral Region.

Shorten the season and reduce the bag limit for ptarmigan in Unit 15C, north of Kachemak Bay and Fox River.

Reduce the bag limit for ptarmigan in Unit 15C, north of Kachemak Bay and Fox River.

Shift to an earlier opening date for beaver trapping in Units 7 and 15.

Require trap identification in Units 7 and 15.

Establish a trapper identification numbering system for Units 7 and 15.

Restrict trapping in the Cooper Landing area.

Restrict trapping in the Seward and Moose Pass areas.

Prohibit the taking of big game from boats in Units 7 and 15 in coastal or estuarine waters, with an exception for persons with disabilities.

Create a management area for Kachemak Bay in Unit 15C.

Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunt on Kalgin Island, Unit 16B. (Note: This proposal was deferred from the Central/Southwest region meeting.)

Regional & Multiple Units

Lower the bag limit for goldeneye for the Southcentral Region.
Begin resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons in the Southcentral Region.

Begin resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresidents in Units 7, 14, and 15.

Limit nonresident sheep hunts in the Southcentral Region with shorter seasons, drawing permits, or other methods.

Allow a maximum of 10% of nonresident sheep hunt participation for the Southcentral Region.

Limit sheep harvest by nonresidents to 10% of total harvest in Units 7, 14, and 15.

Limit allocation of nonresident sheep permits to 10% in the Southcentral Region Units.

Allocate 10% sheep harvest for nonresidents in Southcentral Region Units.

Remove the restriction against using felt sole waders while hunting in Southcentral Region Units.

Require harvest reporting of migratory birds by species in Southcentral Region Units.

Require certification for big game hunters using crossbows in Southcentral Region Units.

Prohibit the use of hunting dogs for taking upland game birds after October 31, in Southcentral Region Units.

Remove the requirement to clean up contaminated soil from bear bait stations in Southcentral Region Units.

Add five days to all resident hunting seasons and allocate 75% of the drawing permits to residents in the Southcentral Region.

Allocate 90% of big game drawing permits to residents for Southcentral Region Units.

Statewide and Other Regions

Change the caribou regulations for all GMUs associated with the Western/Arctic & Teshekpuk caribou herds.
Close Dall sheep seasons in Unit 23 and 26A.

Allow the immediate harvest of musk ox on stranded ice flow in Unit 18.

Modify sheep hunting opportunities. *(Note: This proposal was deferred from the Central/Southwest region meeting.)*

Review and potentially modify sheep hunting opportunities statewide. *(Note: This proposal was deferred from the Central/Southwest region meeting.)*

Repeal the Unit 8 bison hunt and clarify the definition of free ranging animals.

Modify the Board of Game Agenda Change Request Policy.